
A REVIEW OF ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS MIND A FILM BY

MICHEL GONDRY

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind Movie Review "Eternal Sunshine" has been directed by Michel Gondry, a music
video veteran whose.

Unlike Kaufman's previous work, Eternal Sunshine sets out not to stun us with the originality of its gimmicks,
but rather to wound us with the earnest familiarity of its sentiment. It's hardly surprising, then, that cinema has
often been described as a kind of synthetic memory. Both had felt the need to travel to Montauk that day, and
they almost immediately connect, feeling drawn to each other despite their contrasting personalities. Make no
mistake, Eternal Sunshine has a really terrific third act â€” it's just the first two that threaten to get in the way.
Scenes are dimly lit and hazily filmed cinematographer Ellen Kuras filled many of the sets with smoke before
shooting , lending the movie an almost documentary feel. Gondry takes the opposite course, filming Eternal
Sunshine with an aggressive lack of style, or at least of stylization. Wandafuru raifu  Christopher Orr Sep 28,
It's often said that smell is the sense most closely tied to memory. When they both find their Lacuna records
mailed to them by Mary, they are shocked and disturbed by the bitter memories they have of each other. Even
when special effects are called for--when a fence must evaporate or a character disappear from a fading
memory--Gondry underplays them as much as possible. Certificate: 15 Charlie Kaufman has a problem with
endings. Joel finds himself revisiting his memories of Clementine in reverse and experiencing their erasure,
starting from the downfall of their relationship. The story-told-in-reverse is a common enough movie device,
usually utilized to conceal information from the audience. This post originally appeared at TNR. Kaufman
consistently -- almost compulsively -- handling and reshaping the material, while dropping clues in the
opening that all is not what it seems. Part of his personality is as lint-gray as the skies in the movie. Dolorous
self-pity isn't particularly attractive, though Mr. This is how dreams really look: like reality, only less so. This
is not the new romance that Joel and Clementine perceive it to be. Memento  Carrey, his dramatic ego keeping
that famous comic id on a tight leash, will no doubt bemuse the Bruce Almighty crowd with his most interior,
least expressive role so far â€” Joel Barish, a character actually described as "close-mouthed". Gondry,
displaying an impressively quicksilver, scrambling technique, doesn't exactly seem to be listening to his
actors. Eternal Sunshine Of The Spotless Mind is, in fact, the second Kaufman script helmed by Michel
Gondry who, like previous collaborator Spike Jonze, is an acclaimed director of music videos.


